What has happened to our quail?
The late Butch Gates, son of the famous big game hunter and
pioneer of handgun silhouette shooting Elgin Gates,
grew up in Needles. He would tell me
stories about hunting the canyons off
the Colorado River by boat with his
dad, places that saw little or no hunting pressure during a season. It was
pretty spectacular hunting most years,
by Butch’s standards, but his dad would
bemoan the fact the bird numbers were
down and that the 300 to 400 bird coveys
were gone. Butch thought it might be his
dad exaggerating about the good ol’ days.
But as Butch aged, he saw the 150 bird
coveys of his youth fade to 30 to 50 bird
groups, depending on the water year, and
desert canyons he once hunter become devoid
of birds. He began to wonder if maybe his dad
wasn’t exaggerating.
We all know that gamebird numbers are
controlled more by weather than other factors.
A good water year equals a good green-up which
fires up the hens’ hormones and grows bugs that
boost the survival of young she rears. Two or three
good years in a row and quail boom.
But what we have experienced with quail is
a loss of range which has led to a fairly significant decline in overall numbers. Add in long-term
drought,
and quail hunting is a shadow of what it used to be. Oh, it can still be
good some years, great even, in really good years.
But there are too many places where their range has declined. Is it because of the long term drought and a loss of permanent water sources? Is
it because predator numbers are at an all time high? (As a kid, there were
bounties on hawks, crows, and ravens, and they were shot on sight — ditto
for foxes, coyotes, and bobcats.) Is it because of disease (which is a problem
in bobwhite country). Why are they disappearing?
The truth is that our state Department of Fish and Wildlife doesn’t know
there is a loss of range because there is no baseline data and no ongoing
research and monitoring of quail. So Western Birds subscribers and all their
hunting buddies are putting together a database of places you, your father, or
your grandfather once saw quail where they are not seen any longer. Maybe
the data we collect will get the DFW or researchers with other agencies or
universities interested in figuring this out.
We have started a database of GPS locations of where quail once existed
where they are no longer seen, along with the nearest existing or former
water sources near this spots. Since water is so critical to birds’ survival in
arid environments, the water source data alone might explain why birds are
missing today.
For now, I am collecting this information, but we are looking for your
help to find either some graduate students or just amateur naturalists who will
take this data and have the know-how to plug it into GIS mapping software
and existing satellite habitat databases so valuable data can be extracted from
this information.
Restoration and expansion of quail range across the state is the goal. Help
achieve that goal.					
— Jim Matthews

How You Can Help:

1) Download a copy of the
PDF form pictured above from
the Western Birds website’s
California Quail Decline page
at: www.outdoornewsservice.com/california-quail-decline
2) Provide information where
there are no longer birds. This
information can come from your
experience, your father’s experience, or grandfather’s experience.
3) Is there — or was there
— a permanent water source
in that area? A spring, well, or
a guzzler? This is especially
important information to include.
Then e-mail the form to Jim
Matthews at odwriter@verizon.net.

